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GET CREATIVE

15 MINUTES

READY 
TO GO

SECRET 
DANCER

AIM
An opportunity to show off your best 
dance moves, from the floss to the dab, 
the robot to the hype. Will the detective 
find the secret dancer in time, or will 
they escape?

WHAT YOU’LL NEED
>  Music (Optional)  
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Please ensure everyone has enough space to 
do their dancing without hitting any other 
people or objects. 

KEEPING 
EVERYONE SAFE

  1  Ask the group to stand in a large circle 

  2  One child should become the detective. They should leave the room or stand in a corner. 

  3  One child should now be nominated to be the ‘secret dancer’. Their job is to dance, whilst the 
   rest of the group copy the movements. Get the secret dancer to start dancing, with everyone 
   else copying the moves. If you are using music, make sure to press play.

  4  Invite the detective to come back and stand in the centre of the circle. Their job is to look 
      around the circle and try to identify who the secret dancer is. They can do this by trying to 
   work out who is starting the new dance move every time it changes. The rest of the group 
   need to be careful not to be staring at the secret dancer (otherwise it becomes obvious who it 
   is) and quick to change dance moves.

  5  The secret dancer should aim to change their dance move every 10-15 seconds. 

  6  The detective is allowed up to three guesses to try and find the secret dancer. If not caught in 
   three guesses, the secret dancer has escaped and won their round. 

  7  7  Continue playing, with a new detective and secret dancer each round. 

This game is all about getting creative with your dance moves. Use the game to let the group teach 
each other dance moves they know, including ones picked up from video games, YouTube and the 
school playground. 

GETTING INTO THE ACTIVITY

This activity requires very little preparation. If you wish to use music then a leader will need to sort this out, 

alongside speakers, beforehand.

GET CREATIVE: SECRET DANCER

LEADER PREPARATION

THEME: SINGING, ACTING & DANCING

Increase the difficulty by having two detectives in the 
centre of the circle. You could also force the secret dancer 
to change moves every 10 seconds, increasing the chance 
they might get spotted by the detective.    

IDEAS TO TAKE 
THIS FURTHER...


